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Appendix 1
Assessment of in‑hand manipulation

Scoring scaling: a 4‑point ordinal scale was formulated for scoring. The scale ranges from 0 to 3.
0: No manipulation within the hand is noticeable. The hand is used only for grasp
1: Initiation of manipulation is noticeable, but in‑hand manipulation is incomplete. The child may prematurely release the object
2: Definite in‑hand manipulation occurs. However, there is use of proximal finger parts/execution is slow and clumsy.
3: The child manipulates the object within the hand smoothly, quickly and completely and uses the distal finger pads predominantly.
Activity 1: Material required: Pen, pencil, paper, and marker
1. Ask child to push the pen cap with single hand and write his name
2. Place pencil on table such that the writing end is toward the little finger and ask to write his name and then turn the pencil to erase it
3.  Place pencil on table such that writing end is toward the thumb and ask them to draw something. Give them a marker to fill color and 

then ask them to turn the marker to put the cap back.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

1 Shift (with stabilization) Holding pen and pushing top of pen with same 
hand

2 Shift (without stabilization) Adjusting pen so that finger and thumb is closer 
to writing pad

3 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Pencil is placed horizontally on table with writing, 
end on ulnar side of child’s hand and child picks 
up and rotates pencil for writing

4 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Rotating a marker to put top on after
5 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Pencil is placed horizontally on table with writing 

end on radial side of child’s hand, child picks up 
and rotates marker for writing

6 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Turning a pencil over to use the eraser
Activity 2: Materials required ‑ coins, cubes, beans and jar
(A) Cubes:
Place four cubes on table. Ask the child to pick up one cube, hold it in his palm and then place it on the table. Then ask him to take the 
rest of the cubes from table (one by one) and hold them in his palm. Then ask the child to stack these cubes on the first one.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

7 Finger to palm translation (with 
stabilization)

Picking up cubes of approx. 1”/2” in size one by 
one in same hand while holding 1 cube in‑hand

8 Palm to finger translation (without 
stabilization)

Child moves one cube (each side=1 inch), from 
palm to finger tips for stacking

9 Palm to finger translation (with 
stabilization)

Child has two cubes of approximately 1 inch in 
one hand, he or she moves one from palm to 
finger for stacking

10 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Picking up, placing cubes of approximately 1”or 
2” turning over cubes

11 Complex rotation (with stabilization) Picking up, turning over and placing cube of 1” 
or 2” size while holding 2‑3 cubes in same hand

(B) Playing with coins:
1. Ask child to pick and hide one coin in his hand and then replace it back on table
2. Ask child to pick 3‑4 coins one by one and hold them in his fist, later place them in line on table
3. Ask child to turn one coin of the lined on table. Later ask child to hold 2‑3 coins in‑hand and then turn the other coins lined on table.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Activity Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

12 Finger to palm translation (without 
stabilization)

Child picks up a Re. 1 coin and hides it in the 
same hand

13 Finger to palm translation (with 
stabilization)

Child has two 1 Re. coin in‑hand he or she picks 
up third coin and hides it in the same hand

14 Palm to finger translation (without 
stabilization)

Moving Re. 1 coin out from palm to finger to 
replace it back

15 Palm to finger translation (with 
stabilization)

Handling coins of different size to put in purse or 
piggy bank

16 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Picking up and placing a coin upside down
17 Complex rotation (with stabilization) Placing a coin upside down while holding 2‑3 

coins in‑hand
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(C) Small jar filled of beans:
1. Ask child to open the jar, place lid on table and pick 1 bean and hold it in his palm
2. Place 4‑5 beans on table and ask child to pick them one by one and hold them in his fist
3. Ask the child to replace beans in container one by one and then close the jar lid.
(D) Dice and chips (chutes and ladders)
Play with dice and chips (chutes and ladders). As the child to take four chips (one by one) and hold them in fist. Keep them at starting 
point of game (one by one).

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

18 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Unscrewing a jar lid
19 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Turning over the jar lid before placing
20 Finger to palm translation 

(without stabilization)
Picking up a bean and holding it in palm

21 Finger to palm translation 
(with stabilization)

Picking more than one bean from table and 
holding it in palm

22 Palm to finger translation 
(without stabilization)

Moving beans from palm to fingers to put back 
in container

23 Palm to finger translation 
(with stabilization)

To take one bean from palm to finger while 
holding many beans in same hand

24 Finger to palm translation 
(with stabilization) 

Picking up plastic chips ½” in diameter and 
placing them in same hand

25 Palm to finger translation 
(without stabilization)

Moving chip ½” in diameter, from palm to 
fingers, for putting it back in container

26 Palm to finger translation 
(with stabilization)

Placing back plastic chips (same size) in 
container by translating from palm to finger 
while holding several plastic chips

Activity 3: Materials required ‑ Clay
Take a piece of clay in‑hand move it to finger tips and make ‑ (a) a ball out of it; (b) cylinder out of it (do not use table).

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

27 Finger to palm translation 
(without stabilization)

To pick up a piece of clay that is approximately 
0.25 inch thick and 1 inch in diameter and hold 
in fist

28 Finger to palm 
translation (with stabilization)

A piece of clay that is approximately 0.25 inch 
thick and 1 inch in diameter and hold in fist while 
holding little clay in‑hand

29 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Rolling small ball of clay approximately 1 inch in 
diameter, back and forth to form an elongated 
shape

Activity 4: Materials required: Pegs shaped like man and pegboard
1. Ask child to hold one or two pegs in‑hand and then pick other pegs and place them in the pegboard
2.  Place pegs horizontal on table. First ask child to pick one peg and place in pegboard. Ask the child to hold two pegs in‑hand and then 

pick the third one to place in pegboard.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

30 Finger to palm translation 
(with stabilization)

Picking up pegs of approximately 1 inch or 
2 inch in length, one at a time, to hold more than 
two in same hand

31 Palm to finger translation 
(with stabilization)

Putting pegs that are approximately 1 inch or 
2 inch in length on table while holding more than 
two pegs in same hand (or use wax colors)

32 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Picking up a small peg approximately 1 inch 
or 2 inch, from a surface, and rotating it from a 
horizontal to a vertical position, for placement 
into a pegboard

33 Simple rotation (with stabilization) Picking up a small peg from a surface, and 
rotating it from a horizontal to a vertical position 
for placement into a pegboard, while holding 
two small pegs in same hand
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(A) Turning of pegs
1. Ask them to make the man stand on his head
2. To make man stand back on his feet’s
3. Make man do somersaults
4.  Keep two pegs in‑hand (with face toward little finger and then as the child to rotate and keep them in pegboard so that they stand on 

feet.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

34 Complex rotation (without stabilization) To turn a peg approximately 1 inch or 2 inch in 
length, saying “the man no more wants to stand 
on his head”

35 To turn a peg approximately 1 inch or 2 inch in 
length, saying “the man no more wants to stand 
on his head”

36 To pick up a peg (same size as above) and turn 
it over and over in radial fingers, while indicating 
“the man wanted to do somersaults”

37 Complex rotation (with stabilization) Two 1 inch or 2 inch sized pegs shaped as 
person are placed in child’s hand, with head at 
ulnar side of child’s palm, after child moves one 
peg to finger surface, he or she rotates peg for 
placement in pegboard

Activity 5: Material required: Keys and lock
Place key ring with three keys in‑hand and ask child to shift one of them to place in lock and then open lock.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

38 Shift (with stabilization) Holding key ring with keys in‑hand, shifting one 
for placement

39 Simple rotation (with stabilization) Child has two keys in palm of one hand (with 
holding end aligned with radial fingers), and he/
she moves one from palm to finger surface, and 
then rotates the key for placement in lock

Activity 6‑13: Material required: Playing cards, story book, plastic top, nut and bolt, paper, color, and paper clip. For feeling objects and 
shapes familiar objects such as cube, bean, coin, or chip can be given.

Serial 
number

Type of in‑hand manipulation Skill Score Drops Substitution 
pattern

40 Shift (without stabilization) Separating playing cards
41 Turning pages in a story book
42 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Spinning plastic top
43 Feeling objects and shapes to identify them
44 Putting on or removing bolts from nuts of 

approximately 2.2 cm in diameter
45 Simple rotation (with stabilization) Putting/removing bolts from nuts, while holding 

2‑3 bolts in same hand
46 Complex rotation (without stabilization) Turning a paper clip, so that the opposite end 

can be used for placement on a piece of paper
47 Simple rotation (without stabilization) Removing crayon from box and preparing for 

coloring


